WALKING FLOOR UNITS

T1 / T1A, T2, K2, VK4, VK46, VK46P, T6
All Ariterm walking floors have prefabricated, robust constructions on which it is easy to build a fuel storage of desired size and form. All models have hydraulic bars and a silo screw with its own actuator. The walking floors are
developed to be used together with Arimatic burner automation and with BioJet Multi, MultiJet, HakeJet and Biojet
burners of different capacities.

Technical data
Power supply
Fuse size
Power

Hydraulic aggregates

Storage screw motor

230 / 400 VAC, 50Hz

230 / 400 VAC, 50 Hz

5,97 / 3,45 A

(6,32 / 3,65 A) / (8,51/ 4,91 A)

1,5 kW

(1,5 kW) / (2,2 kW)

T1 / T1A
Weight: 675kg / 812kg
The T1 walking floor has a size of 1,5 x 3 m. It is equipped with one bar. The maximum fuel storage size is approx. 20 m3. The side walls can be built sloping, but the maximum angle of incline is 40 degrees. Two of the walls
must always be vertical to prevent vaulting of the fuel. These vertical walls must not be opposite walls.
Standard equipment:
- storage screw
- storage screw motor and transmission
- walking floor hydraulic unit
- top part of the free fall funnel
- AVTA extinguishing valve

T1

T1A

T2
Weight: 1180kg
The T2 walking floor has a size of 3 x 3 m. It is equipped with two rakes. The maximum fuel storage size is approx. 50 m3. The side walls can be built sloping, but the maximum angle of incline is 40 degrees. Two of the walls
must always be vertical to prevent vaulting of the fuel. These vertical walls must not be opposite walls.
Standard equipment:
- storage screw
- storage screw motor and transmission
- walking floor hydraulic unit
- top part of the free fall funnel
- AVTA extinguishing valve

K2
Weight: 562kg
The K2 walking floor has a size of 2 x 2 m. It is equipped with one bar. The maximum fuel storage size is approx.
20 m3. The side walls can be built sloping, but the maximum angle of incline is 40 degrees. Two of the walls
must always be vertical to prevent vaulting of the fuel. These vertical walls must not be opposite walls.
Standard equipment:
- storage screw
- storage screw motor and transmission
- walking floor hydraulic unit
- top part of the free fall funnel
- AVTA extinguishing valve

VK4 / VK46 / VK46P
The Walking Floor Unit bottom VK4 has a module structure, where the base module (VK4) is 2x4 m in size and
1452 kg in weight. With additional modules the discharger size can be extended to 4x4 m or 4x6 m. This will allow longer refilling periods even in larger bio heating plants. The maximum filling height is determined by the
moisture of fuel: 20 % fuel moisture sets maximum filling height to 6 m and 45 % to 4 m.
Modules are easily transportable in the normal freight transport. The modules are combined and the rakes and
storage screw mounted at the destination.
Standard equipment:
- A robust steel structure
- Hydraulic cylinders for the Walking Floor Unit rakes (2 pcs)
- Hydraulic unit 1,5 kW
- Storage screw d135 mm + drive motor 1,5 kW
- Storage screw tray width 194 mm, Walking Floor Unit rakes according to the number of chosen modules (2 pcs)
- Inspection hatch limit switch
- AVTA-valve

VK4
Weight: 2453kg

VK46
Weight: 3283kg

VK46P
Weight: 3322kg

T6
Weight: 870kg
The Walking Floor Unit bottom T6 has a module structure, where the base module is 1150x5870x1050 mm (width
x length x height) in size and 870 kg in weight. T6 can be used with recycled wood due to its robust steel structure. With additional modules, the discharger size (width) can be extended up to 6900 mm (6 modules). This will allow longer refilling periods even in larger bio heating plants. The moisture of fuel determines the maximum filling
height: 20 % fuel moisture sets maximum filling height to 5 m and 45 % to 4 m.
Modules are easily transportable in the normal freight transport. The modules are combined and the rakes and
storage screw mounted at the destination.
Standard equipment:
- A robust steel structure
- Hydraulic cylinders for the Walking Floor Unit rakes (2 pcs)
- Hydraulic unit 1,5 kW
- Storage screw ø260 mm + drive motor 2,2 kW
- Storage screw tray width 297 mm and height 329 mm, Walking Floor Unit rakes according to the number of chosen modules (2 pcs)
- Each module has inspection hatch limit switch
- AVTA-valve

T6

CELL FEEDER
It is possible to install a cell feeder above the dropping funnel between the storage screw and the burner screw,
the use of which is justified when:
1. the fuel used is extremely dry
2. the installation space restricts the feeding screw length considered to be too short
3. the fuel used has sticks or the particle size is big
Ariterm manufactures two types of cell feeders: the SSP-model for pellet use and the SSH- model for more challenging fuels such as the wood chip.

SSH
The cell feeder consists of a cast iron frame, a rotor made of
steel and a gear motor. The cutting blades of the rotor and the
powerful motor ensure that the equipment is suitable also for
challenging fuel. The gap between the rotor blades and the frame is small which makes the equipment airtight.

SSH cell feeder (motor 2,2 kW)

SSP
The primary function of the cell feeder Ariterm manufactures for
pellet use is to increase the back fire safety of the system when the
installation space is limited.

SSP cell feeder (motor 0,37 kW)
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